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Abstract
Broadcast Communication is among the most primitive
collective capabilities of any message passing network.
Broadcast algorithms for the mesh have been widely
reported in the literature. However, most existing
algorithms have been studied within limited conditions,
such as light traffic load and fixed network sizes. In
other words, most of these algorithms have not been
studied at different Quality of Service (QoS) levels. In
contrast, this study examines the broadcast operation,
taking into account the scalability, parallelism, a wide
range of traffic loads through the propagation of
broadcast messages. To the best of our knowledge, this
study is the first to consider the issue of broadcast
latency at both the network and node levels across
different traffic loads. Results are shown from a
comparative analysis confirming that the coded-path
based broadcast algorithms exhibit superior
performance characteristics over some existing
algorithms.
1. Introduction
Mesh interconnection network often stands out as a
natural choice for the problem representation in parallel
and distributed computing [1-9, 16, 20, 22]. This is
mainly due to its desirable properties, such as ease of
implementation, scalability, low cross-section
bandwidth, and ability to exploit communication
locality found in many parallel applications to reduce
message latency. In addition, meshes partition into
units that are still meshes, simplifying the design of
routing algorithms that are independent of network size
[5, 20]. Processors (or nodes) of a mesh communicate
with each other by sending messages through the
underlying network. Regardless of how well the
computation is distributed among the processors,
communication overhead can severely limit speedup
[11]. Hence, efficient communication is critical to the
performance of a mesh network. Currently, the most
popular technique for switching packets is wormhole
switching, in which a message is divided into flow
control digits (or flits) [5, 11, 16, 25]. The flits are
routed through the network one after another in a
pipeline fashion.
Broadcast communication refers to the delivery of
the same message, originating from a given source, to
all the nodes in the network. This type of
communication has for long been among the most
important topics in the field of parallel and distributed
computing due to its increasing importance in many
real-world parallel applications found in the areas of
science and engineering [21, 26]. For instance,
broadcast is often required in scientific computations to
distribute large data arrays over system nodes in order,
to perform various data manipulation operations. It is
also required in control operations, such as global
synchronisation, and to signal changes in network
conditions, e.g., faults. In the distributed shared-
memory paradigm, broadcast communication is often
used to support shared data invalidation and updating
procedures required for cache coherence protocols [5].
Intuitively, a practical broadcast algorithm must be
deadlock free and capable of broadcasting in few
message-passing steps. A number of broadcast
algorithms have been proposed for the mesh in the
literature [1, 2, 3, 11, 16, 22, 26]. However, most of
these algorithms implement broadcast with a significant
communication overhead due to the high number of
message passing steps (or start up latencies) that a
message encounters while propagating inside the
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network and do not exhibit good scalability properties
as the network size increases. As a consequence, most
existing broadcast algorithms cannot efficiently support
real-world parallel applications that require large-scale
system sizes due to their high computational demands.
Furthermore most existing broadcast algorithms have
focused on the broadcast latency at the network level
only, with a little consideration for the variation in
message arrival times at the node level, resulting in an
erratic variation of the message arrival times at the
destination nodes. Motivated by this observation, we
have previously proposed deterministic and adaptive
broadcast algorithms, which are based on the coded-
path routing [1].
The CPR exploits the main features of wormhole
switching, such as few buffer requirements and
distance insensitivity, to overcome the limitations of
the existing approaches, and to efficiently support
collective communications. In the CPR, the header flit
has two bits that form the control field. The two bits
indicate to a router which action to take, e.g., pass or
receive, upon the reception of a message. As in the
path-based algorithms of [4, 10], which use the
multidestination approach, it is assumed that a router in
the CPR can simultaneously receive a message and
passes a copy to the next router. Due to space
limitation, we refer the reader to [1] for more detail on
the CPR.
Like the previous studies, these suggested
algorithms have been studied previously only under
certain conditions, such as light traffic load and fixed
network sizes. In other words, these algorithms have
not been studied at different Quality of Service (QoS)
levels. In contrast, this paper presents a comparison
study between broadcast algorithms, taking into
account the scalability, parallelism, a wide range of
traffic loads and low latency. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is the first to consider the issue
of broadcast latency at both the network and node
levels. Results are shown from a comparative analysis
confirming that the coded-path based broadcast
algorithms exhibits superior performance
characteristics over those of the well-known Recursive
Doubling, Extending Dominating Node. The remainder
of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
describes the broadcast algorithms. Section 3 presents
our results. Finally, Section 4 provides a summary of
this paper.
2. The broadcast algorithms
Most current practical parallel machines, including
meshes, employ Dimension-ordered routing, where
messages visit network dimensions in a pre-defined
order, [2, 5, 20]. This is due to the fact that this form of
routing is simple and deadlock free, resulting in fast
and compact routers when the algorithm is
implemented in hardware, [5]. To exploit these
features, many researchers have concentrated on trying
to enhance broadcast algorithms by observing that the
communication latency is primarily generated by the
number of message-passing steps between the involved
processors [2, 11, 20, 21, 22]. For instance, Barnett et.
al. [2] have originally proposed the Recursive
Doubling (RD) algorithm. This algorithm requires
N2log message-passing steps for broadcasting in an
N -node mesh. In each message-passing step, each
node holding a copy of the message is responsible for a
partition of a row or column. The node divides its
partition in half and sends a copy of the message to the
node in the other half that occupies the same relative
position. This process is implemented recursively until
the completion of the broadcast operation. In the
absence of message contention, the RD algorithm can
take advantage of the pipelining feature of wormhole
switching [2, 20]. Although the RD algorithm can be
implemented on a multi-port router architecture, it is
often unable to take advantage of this architecture
model, resulting in more message-passing steps being
than necessary. In fact, the number of steps is still
N2log [20]. To utilise the multi-port facility of
multi-ported meshes, the Extended Dominating Nodes
algorithm (EDN) has been proposed by Tsai and
McKinley [20].
EDN was proposed by Tsai and McKinley [20],
and can systematically construct collective operations
in multiport wormhole-routed networks. In the EDN
approach, the network is divided into several levels.
For each level, a dominating set is assigned. For
instance, a dominating setD of a graph G is a set of
vertices in G such that every vertex in G is either
inD or is adjacent to at least one vertex inD .
However, EDN requires that the number of nodes
along a given dimension be multiple of 4. The authors
in [20] have shown that the number of message-passing
steps required in a network size of
)24()24()24( mkk ××××× or
)34()24()24( mkk ××××× is 4++ mk , where k
and 0≥m .
In addition, even though EDN can take advantage
of a multiport router model (we assume that the EDN
uses a three port router in the present study), the
number of message our previous proposed algorithm is
based on this routing approach. To minimise the effect
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of the network size by reducing the number of
message-passing required, we have previously
proposed, in [28], the Deterministic Broadcast (DB for
short) algorithm for the n-dimensional mesh based on
the dimension ordered and Coded Path Routing
discussed in CPR [1]. The DB algorithm exploits the
features of CPR to implement the broadcast operation
in few message-passing steps, thus considerably
reducing the effects of start-up latency. For simplicity,
here we apply DB to the 2D mesh, although our
discussion can be easily extended to the higher
dimensional mesh. To broadcast with the DB
algorithm, the mesh topology is divided into two sets of
nodes, row partitioning, and column partitioning sets.
For each partitioning set, a corner node is selected. The
source node initiates the broadcast message and sends
it to the two selected corners. Each corner node acts as
a source node, disseminating the message to one side of
the partitioning set. Upon receiving the message, each
selected side sends the message to the opposite side in
its partitioning set, covering the rest of the nodes of the
system in parallel [28]. While most previous broadcast
algorithms, including the DB algorithm described
above, have been discussed in the context of
deterministic routing [2, 11, 20, 21, 22], this section
focuses on the Adaptive Broadcast (AB for short)
algorithm presented in [27].
The AB algorithm uses CPR along with adaptive
routing in order to enable broadcast messages to
exploit alternative paths existing in the network to
cross from source to destination. For the sake of the
current discussion, the AB algorithm uses the Turn
model routing presented in [6] to achieve routing
adaptivity while ensuring deadlock freedom [5, 6, 7].
We restrict our discussions here to the Turn model
because it is a general model for designing wormhole-
based adaptive routing algorithms [5, 6, 7]. However,
the AB algorithm can be employed with other
underlying adaptive routing models as well. While the
Turn model routing prohibits just enough turns to
ensure deadlock freedom, its adaptivity provides the
AB algorithm with flexibility in choosing a network
path during a given message-passing step. In this study,
the west first-turn model routing is used, which
prohibits the turns (south, west) and (north, west) as
discussed in [6]. The proposed algorithm implements
the broadcast operation in only three message passing
steps in 2D thus considerably reducing the effects of
both network size and start-up latency. When the AB
algorithm is used in the 3D mesh, the network is treated
as a set of planes, each representing a 2D sub-mesh. In
AB algorithm, from any starting node, a message is
routed to the nearest corner of the plane that includes
the source node, and also to the opposite corner of that
plane. The value of the control field is set at 10. Then,
each selected corner, in turn, acts as a source node and
sends the message to the corresponding corners in the
other planes of the system after changing the control
field to 11. Thus, every plane in the system receives a
copy of the broadcast message via two corners in
parallel. Finally, every plane is divided in half and
messages are disseminated from the selected corners, to
cover all remaining sub-mesh nodes. The AB algorithm
uses the strategy of limiting the number of destination
nodes for each message path, thereby preventing
excessively long total path lengths.
3. Performance evaluation
This section compares the performance of the proposed
algorithms, DB and AB, to the well-known Recursive
Doubling (RD) [2] and Extended Dominating Node
(EDN) algorithms [20] (both based on dimension order
routing [5, 10]). For the sake of clarity and brevity in
what follows the four broadcast algorithms will be
referred to as simply DB, AB, RD, and EDN. In our
performance study, simulation experiments are
conducted to evaluate the behaviour of the algorithms
under different traffic conditions. To analyse the
performance of the broadcast algorithms and verify the
timing analysis of DB, AB, RD and EDN, a simulator
has been developed to model the broadcast operations
of the four algorithms in the 3D mesh.
The results have been found not to change much
when the other versions of the mesh topology have
been considered. The package was written in VC++
and used the MultiSim software [13], built on top of
the event-driven CSIM-18 package [18]. In the
simulator, processes are used to model the active
entities of a system and execute in a quasi-parallel
fashion, providing a convenient means for writing a
modular simulation program. In our case every node is
modelled as a process. For studying broadcast
communication, the main program activates a set of
CSIM parallel processes that are used to broadcast a
message in the network. In each experiment, different
source nodes have been chosen randomly using a
uniform number generator. Each broadcast message is
simulated with a pseudo-process that sends the
messages to the destinations by creating path processes.
A path is an alternating sequence of nodes and
channels traversed by a message. In our experiments,
we have considered a wide range of message lengths,
e.g. 32 to 2048 flits. As in the previous studies of [2,
20], two values for the start-up latency have been
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considered, notably sT =0.15 and 1.5 sµ , and the time
required to transmit a flit on a channel =β 0.003 sµ .
The values selected for the sT and β are consistent
with the implementation technology used in current
systems, such as the Cray T3D machine [8]. In each
broadcast algorithm the path processes uses the
underlying routing scheme to determine the channels
on which each message should be transmitted. Each
channel has a single queue where messages are held
while awaiting transmission. Statistics have been
collected with a 95% confidence interval when the
system reaches a steady state (i.e., when results do not
change with time).
3.1 Effects of the network size and start-up
latency
To evaluate the effects of the network size on the
performance of the four algorithms, network sizes
between 64 and 4096 nodes have been simulated. In
this set of simulations, we consider the case of a single-
source broadcast like [2, 20]. Fig. 1 shows that both
DB and AB outperform their RD and EDN
counterparts. Although EDN and DB have comparable
performance for a small network size, notably for the
3D-mesh with 444 ×× nodes, the performance of
EDN degrades substantially as the network size
increases. This is because both DB and EDN require
the same number of message-passing steps when
444 ×× is considered as a network size. Nonetheless,
the larger the network size, the longer the latency
incurred by the EDN becomes. In contrast, DB and AB
provide a better performance irrespective of the
network size since there is no increase in the number of
message-passing steps required to complete a broadcast
operation in larger networks.
3.2 Latency at the node level
Existing broadcast algorithms have been designed with
a consideration paid only to the latency at the network
level, resulting in a large variation of the message
arrival times at the destination nodes. This study is the
first to consider latency at both these levels in the
comparative analysis. To this end, the coefficient of
variation in message arrival times at the destination
nodes in DB and AB have been compared against that
of EDN and RD algorithms. We have computed the
coefficient of variation of the communication latency
among the destination nodes. This measure reflects the
degree of parallelism achieved by the broadcast
algorithms. The message length has been fixed at L=64
flits. The network size has been varied from N=64 to
1024 nodes. The coefficient of variation, CV, is
defined as nlMSD / , where SD refers to the standard
deviation of the message arrival times among the
destination nodes and nlM is the mean communication
latency.
Tables 1 and 2 contain performance results of DB
and AB, EDN and RD. The results are obtained by
averaging the values from at least 40 experiments. The
(DBIMR%) and (ABIMR%) in Tables 1 and 2 refer to the
percentage improvement obtained by DB and AB,
respectively. DB and AB achieve a significant
improvement over EDN and RD. This is due to two
main reasons. Firstly, owing to the partitioning scheme
adopted by the proposed algorithms, DB and AB, that
divides the destinations into comparable partitions.
Secondly, and more importantly, unlike in RD and
EDN, most of the destination nodes in each partition
receive the broadcast message within the same
message-passing step. This has the net effect of
minimising the variance of the arrival times at the node
level. In contrast, RD and EDN implement the
broadcast operation with a higher number of message-
passing steps, which in turn, leads to substantial
variations in the arrival times at the destination nodes.
It is worth noting that DB and AB exhibit comparable
performance behaviour, with DB having a slightly
lower coefficient of variation, especially for small
network sizes (e.g. N=64 nodes) as shown in Fig. 2.
However, the superiority of AB over DB diminishes in
larger network sizes (e.g. N=1024 nodes). This is due
to the length of the paths used by the two algorithms.
Despite the fact that AB requires less message-passing
steps, (three are required) than DB, (four are required),
the former algorithm uses longer paths in its third step,
resulting in a higher coefficient variation of the arrival
times among the destination nodes.
3.3 Performance in the presence of unicast and
broadcast
The above section has considered the case of a single
node initiating a broadcast operation in the network.
However, it commonly happens in practical
applications that a number of nodes send broadcast and
unicast messages simultaneously. In such scenarios, the
performance behaviour of the four broadcast
algorithms may differ from that reported in the above
section as contention may occur among messages over
networks resources (e.g. buffers and channels). To
study the performance of the proposed algorithms in
the presence of unicast and broadcast messages,
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simulation experiments have been conducted,
considering the 3D mesh of two sizes, notably
888 ×× and 81616 ×× nodes. Traffic generated from
a given source node contains 90 percent unicast
messages and 10 percent broadcast messages. A source
node is randomly chosen for a broadcast operation.
Nodes generate messages at time intervals chosen from
an exponential distribution.
Figs. 3 and 4 report the results of the
communication latency as a function of the traffic load.
Fig. 3 shows the results for the 888 ×× mesh. The
proposed DB and AB algorithms offer a much better
performance for both network throughput and
communication latency over EDN and RD. This is
because the former algorithms require a minimum
number of message passing steps, resulting in a lower
traffic load during the broadcast operation. A batch
strategy has been used to compute the mean
communication latency where 20 batches have been
used to collect the statistics reported here (actually 21
batches were used, but the first batch statistics have
been ignored because it produces optimistic values due
to cold start). However, EDN and RD use a higher
number of messages, leading to competition among
messages for network resources.
In the face of such competition, nodes may
experience congestion, resulting in an early saturation
and high communication latencies. The results
presented in Fig. 6 show that AB exhibits the best
performance followed by DB. This is mainly due to the
fact that AB is based on adaptive routing, which
provides messages with alternative paths inside the
network. However, in a large network of 81616 ××
nodes, this performance advantage diminishes, as
depicted in Fig. 4. Although AB requires a lower
number of message-passing steps, it uses longer paths
to propagate a broadcast message to all network nodes.
These long paths increase load inside the network
substantially, resulting in a reduction in throughput.
The larger the networks size, the lower the performance
advantage of AB becomes. Nevertheless, this algorithm
still offers the best performance in terms of throughput
and communication latency under light traffic.
4. Conclusion and future directions
Most existing broadcast algorithms have been
studied within limited conditions, such as light traffic
load and fixed network sizes. In other words, most of
these algorithms have not been studied at different
Quality of Service (QoS) levels. In contrast, this paper
presents a comparison study between broadcast
algorithms, taking into account the scalability,
parallelism, and a wide range of traffic loads. Extensive
simulation experiments under a variety of traffic
conditions have been conducted to compare the
performance of the DB and AB algorithms against the
well-known existing EDN and RD broadcast
algorithms. Different network sizes, e.g., 64 to 4096
nodes have been examined in the simulation
experiments. For these network sizes, our analysis has
shown that the proposed DB and AB algorithms exhibit
better scalability properties than their EDN and RD
competitors. The simulation results have also shown
that DB and AB have a lower broadcast latency than the
existing algorithms under various traffic loads. A
number of interconnection networks have been
proposed for multicomputers over the past years such
as the k-ary n-cube and generalised hypercube. An
interesting line of research would be to propose
multicast and broadcast algorithms for these common
topologies.
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Fig. 1: Communication latency of DB, AB,
RD and EDN for various network sizes.
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AB, RD and EDN algorithms for various
network sizes. Message length L=100 flits
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N= )888( ×× nodes, start-up latency
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Fig. 4: Communication latency of DB, AB, RD and
EDN for various traffic loads. Network size
N= 81616 ×× nodes, start-up latency Ts=1.5 µs,
message length M=32 flits.
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Table 1: Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the broadcast latencies in DB, EDN and RD in the 3D mesh with the improvement
obtained by the proposed algorithm (DBIMR%)
Table 2: Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the broadcast latencies in AB, EDN and RD in the 3D mesh with the improvement
obtained by the proposed algorithm (ABIMP%)
)444( ×× 4×4×16 8×8×8 8×8×16
64 node 256 node 512 node 1024 node
M
esh
Size
CV DBIMR% CV DBIMR% CV DBIMR% CV DBIMR%
RD 0.2540 65.41 0.3661 84.31 0.4263 92.54 0.5160 109.5
EDN 0.2064 34.32 0.3164 60.34 0.3962 83.33 0.4761 93.34
)444( ×× 4×4×16 8×8×8 8×8×16
64 node 256 node 512 node 1024 node
M
esh
Size
CV ABIMR% CV ABIMR% CV ABIMR% CV ABIMR%
RD 0.2540 73.844 0.3661 92.87 0.4263 104.65 0.5160 116.81
EDN 0.2064 41.27 0.3164 66.70 0.3962 90.21 0.4761 100.1
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